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A SPACE-TIME FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR 
THE NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION: 

THE DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN METHOD 

OHANNES KARAKASHIAN AND CHARALAMBOS MAKRIDAKIS 

ABSTRACT. The convergence of the discontinuous Galerkin method for the 
nonlinear (cubic) Schr6dinger equation is analyzed in this paper. We show 
the existence of the resulting approximations and prove optimal order error 
estimates in L? (L2). These estimates are valid under weak restrictions on the 
space-time mesh. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) 

ut = iAu + iAIu12u, in Q x [0, T], 

(1.1) u=O, on&9Qx[O,T], 

u(., 0) = u? in Q, 

where Q is a bounded domain in 1R2, u is a complex-valued function defined on 
Q x [0, T] and A is a real parameter. We study the convergence of a space-time 
finite element method for (1.1), namely the discontinuous Galerkin method. The 
NLS equation arises, posed often as an initial value problem, in various areas of 
Mathematical Physics. For example, in one space dimension, it arises as an enve- 
lope equation in water wave theory [N], [W]. In two space dimensions, it occurs 
in nonlinear optics where it describes the propagation of electromagnetic beams in 
media whose index of refraction depends on the amplitude of the field in a sim- 
ple nonlinear way [CGT], [T]. Since many interesting solutions are exponentially 
decaying at infinity, it is a standard practice to couch numerical schemes in the 
setting of the boundary value formulation (1.1). 

Recently, increasing attention has been given to finite element methods in both 
space and time variables for evolution problems. One reason for considering such 
methods is the need for flexible schemes suitable for computations on unstructured 
meshes. These schemes are of particular interest for effective numerical computa- 
tions for (1.1), since this equation admits solutions that form singularities in finite 
time, cf., e.g., [RR], [S]. Therefore the choice of appropriate adaptive methods 
seems to be a natural one in this case. As a first step, in this work we prove a 
priori error estimates that guarantee the convergence of a class of discontinuous 
Galerkin methods to the solution of (1.1) under weak restrictions on the variation 
of the (space-time) mesh. We use a rather general approach which can be applied 
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to analyze the convergence behaviour of the discontinuous Galerkin method for 
hyperbolic type problems. 

The discontinuous Galerkin method has been studied extensively in recent years 
for parabolic problems in Eriksson, Johnson and Thomee [EJT], Eriksson and John- 
son [EJI], [EJ2], [EJ3]. The method in the particular form that we consider in this 
paper was previously considered for parabolic problems in [EJI], [EJ2] and belongs 
to the class of methods introduced in [J] for a parabolic problem in a variable 
domain; the discontinuous Galerkin method for time-dependent problems was pro- 
posed in [LR]. 

One of the reasons for considering the discontinuous Galerkin method in this pa- 
per is our intention to investigate the application of this method to a model problem 
which requires computations on unstructured meshes but on the other hand, does 
not have "strong" stability properties and hence the theory of Eriksson and John- 
son is not applicable. In this light our results are compared with the corresponding 
results of [EJI], [EJ2], see below. Note also that a priori error estimates for linear 
hyperbolic problems are derived in Bales and Lasiecka [BL], French and Peterson 
[FP], considering the continuous Galerkin method. Our intention is to apply both 
methods to (1.1), since we have no reason, a priori, to prefer one over the other, and 
also to see how these methods compare in terms of the flexibility of the selection of 
the space-time mesh, and the convergence results. In a forthcoming work, we shall 
report on the convergence analysis for the continuous Galerkin method and present 
numerical experiments comparing the performance of the two methods. In a recent 
paper, Dorfler [Dr] has derived a posteriori error estimates and proposed an adap- 
tive algorithm based on the continuous Galerkin method for a linear Schrodinger 
equation. 

We now introduce the discontinuous Galerkin method for the problem (1.1): Let 
O = t < tl <.. < tN = T be a partition of [0, T], and 

In = (tn , tn+1] kn = tn+1 - tn. 

We associate a partition Thn of Q and a finite element space Sn to each interval 
In 

h {X Ho(Q): X|K E Pr-1(K),K E Thn}, 

where Ip (S) is the space of polynomials of degree p. We also associate a space S7-[ 
with {t?}; for simplicity we take S-1 = S. In the sequel we shall denote by K the 
elements of the partition Thn. Also hK stands for the diameter of the element K, 
and hn = maXKcThfl hK - 

Following standard notation, we let He(S) be the (complex) Sobolev space of 
order X, and we denote its norm by 11 Ile,s (11 Ie if S = Q). Also (., ) denotes the 
inner product, and 1 the corresponding norm on L2 (Q); 1I denotes the norm 
of L??(Q) and 11 - l,,, the norm of W1',(Q). 

Now let Vhk = Vhk(q), q positive integer, be the space of piecewise polynomial 
functions p: Q x (O,T] -* C of the form: (pIQxIn = Eq-1 tjXj(X), X_ E Sh. 
Hence, the functions of Vhk are, for each t E In, elements of Sn and for each x E Q 
piecewise polynomial functions of degree q - 1 with possible discontinuities at the 
nodes tIn, n = O,.. ., N-1 . Let also Vhnk = f{cpjQxjIn PE Vhk}- 

We assume that (1.1) admits a unique smooth solution on [0, T]. We define 
the approximations U E Vhk to the solution u of (1.1) as follows: Find U E Vhk 
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satisfying 

(1.2) (Un+l, v 1 n+1), (U,q5t)+i j (VU,V9)dt-i Aj( ( U12U,q5)dt 

=(Un, on+), Vo E Vhnk., n =O, ... .,N -1, 

where Un = U(tn), vn+ : limt-tn+ v(t) and we have set U = uO. 
In the sequel we shall make frequent use of the following notation: We denote by 

1 and by max In 1| the norms of L2 (In, L2(Q)) and C(IT, L2(Q)) respectively, 
i.e., 

IVllln II(j lv(t)12dt /2 

Also for s, m = O, 1, ... , and v E Hm(Q) we let 

IIh'v m,h h( 2s |V|12 V / 
n K 

MK CTh 

Summary of results. As an intermediate step towards proving the convergence 
of (1.2) for (1.1) we introduce the modified scheme: 

(1.3) (Un+l, onh?) (U, qt) +i i (VU, V)dt - i Aj (f(U), )dt 

= (Un, on+), Vo E Vhnk I n =O 1... .N -1, 

where U0 = uo and f f(z), f: C -* C, is an appropriate globally Lipschitz 
continuous function (cf. Section 4), such that f(z) = IZ12Z in a ball with a radius 
that depends on the solution u of (1.1). In particular, u is in that ball. We first 
derive an estimate of the error of the approximations defined by (1.3) and then, 
under some assumptions on the mesh, we show that this satisfies (1.2) as well and 
therefore the error estimate remains valid for the solution of (1.2). Sections 2 and 
3 are devoted to the analysis of (1.3): In Section 2 we establish the existence of a 
solution of (1.3). The existence as well as convergence proofs rest on properties of 
the Lagrange interpolating polynomials associated with the Radau interpolation. 

In Section 3 we present the basic error analysis in L??(L2(Q)). The main result 
of this section can be stated roughly as follows, cf. Theorem 3.1: If u is the solution 
of (1.1) and U E Vhk is the solution of (1.3), then 

taT] Iu(t) -U(t) 1 < Cmax kq max IIU(q)ju 1 + ?IU(q+l) 1 + 11/ A() 11 

(1.4) + Cmax max (I| hut I1,h + IIhrUIJr,h) 
m Im 

+ ACA max 11 J[wm] 11 
m 

where Af0 denotes the number of times where Si + Si-', j = 1, ... N - 1, and 

J[wn] = n+ - wn is the jump (PE - P1-)u(tn) of the elliptic projection w(t) 
Ppu(t) at tn. Note that the constant in this estimate is of the form C = cecT. 
We have also assumed that the error of the elliptic projection in the L2-norm can 
be estimated by the local-type bound IIh-uJ r,h, cf. (3.4b) and Remark 3.1. The 
same estimate, (1.4), is also valid for the corresponding linear pioblem, f (u) - 

g(x,t). The relation (1.4) is an optimal-order error estimate provided we do not 
change the spaces Sn too often-compare with the results of Dupont [D]; but 
even in this case (1.4) guarantees convergence, since 11J[wm] is always bounded by 
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rhn_1u, + hmu r,hn (We have some preliminary results showing that IIJ[wm]I 
can be estimated more accurately in some important special cases). Note, however 
that (1.4) is not optimal, compared with standard elliptic finite element estimates, 
in terms of thei regularity required for the exact solution. The results of Eriksson 
and Johnson, [EJI], [EJ2], show that optimal order-regularity estimates (up to a 
logarithmic factor) are valid for the corresponding discontinuous Galerkin method 
for linear parabolic problems, provided in each time slab either Sn C Sjn-I or 
kn > ch2. The approach in [EJI], [EJ2] is based on establishing "strong" stability 
estimates for an appropriate discrete dual problem. These estimates depend in an 
essential manner on the parabolic character of the problem considered in [EJI], 
[EJ2]. Our approach is different and is based on a combination of finite element 
and finite difference techniques, taking full advantage of appropriate energy-type 
estimates and of useful properties of Lagrange interpolating polynomials at the 
Radau points of each In. Note that in our case the estimate (1.4) is valid without 
any restrictive assumptions on the choice of SJn, n = O,.., N- 1, cf. also Remark 
3.1. We refer also to [HH], [Jh] where a discontinuous Galerkin method is analyzed 
for linear second-order hyperbolic problems. 

In Section 4, we prove that if U is the solution of (1.3), then max[o,T] IIVU(t) 
can be controlled under some assumptions on the choice of the space-time mesh. 
In view of an inverse inequality, and provided that for each n, 1 < n < N - 1, there 
holds 

sn-1 c Sn 

hVPTv <Cp Vv , Vv H1(Q) or kn > CN(k2q + h2r) 

we prove that the solution U of (1.3) is a solution of (1.2) as well (Theorem 4.1) 
and thus satisfies the error bound (1.4). Here 

(1.5) k max kn, h max hK, h mmn hK, CN = cl ln(h) 1, 
O<n<N-1 KCrh n KCrh n 

O<n<N-1 O<n<N-1 

and pn denotes the L2-projection into ShJ, cf. Remark 4.1. Note that our results 
hold if Q c R and can be extended if Q c R3, by assuming (in Section 4) stronger 
meshconditions. For convergence of finite element schemes to (1.1) we refer to 
[ADK] and the references therein. 

Finally, let us note that the following a-order superconvergence result at the 
time nodes holds, [KM1]: Under the assumptions of section 3 and section 4 and 
assuming that u has sufficient regularity 

u(tn+l) - U(tn+l)II < CmaxCi(m,u)k' + CmaxC2(m,u)h' 
m<n m<n 

+ CKVc max IlJ[m] II 
m<n 

where a = 2q - 1 if Q is polyhedral and a = minfq + 2, 2q - 1}, otherwise; Ci (m, u) 
and C2 (m, u) are constants that depend on m and u but are independent of h and 
k. 

We next present some concluding remarks concerning interesting connections 
between the discontinuous Galerkin method and the class of Radau IIA implicit 
Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods, cf., e.g., [DV], [HW]. The replacement of the time 
integrals in (1.2) by a q-point Radau quadrature formiila (which turns out to be 
exact except for the nonlinear term) transforms (1.2) into a q-stage Radau IIA 
method. The application of this as well as other classes of IRK methods to (1.1) can 
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be considered as a finite-difference approach to time-stepping and was analyzed in 
[KAD] in the case where SJ' = Sh, n = 0,.. , N -1. This close relationship is made 
evident here through the use of the Lagrange interpolating polynomials associated 
with the Radau abscissas. Indeed, the proof of Lemma 2.1 below contains arguments 
similar to those used to prove the BSJ stability of the Radau IIA methods, cf. [DV, 
pp. 162-164]. On the other hand, while the convergence of IRK methods relies 
on the concept of Algebraic Stability as well as a set of consistency conditions 
known as the Simplifying Assumptions, the convergence analysis presented herein 
is free from such considerations and flows naturally from the basic properties of 
the method itself. This is perhaps an indication that the discontinuous Galerkin 
method and by extension other space-time Galerkin methods capture the essence 
of time-stepping at a deeper level. 

Let us note finally that an approach similar to the present paper can be taken to 
analyze the convergence of the discontinuous Galerkin method for general semilinear 
second-order hyperbolic problems. 

2. EXISTENCE 

For each q > 1, we consider the integration rule, 

q 
(2.1) ]g(T)dT wjg(Thj), O< 1 < < Tq=1, 

j=1 

which is exact for all polynomials of degree < 2q - 2. These quadrature rules are 
known as Radau methods, cf. [DR], and play a fundamental role in the analysis 
presented herein. 

For fixed q > 1, let {t}= be the Lagrange polynomials associated with the 
abscissae TI, ... , Tq, i.e. 

(2.2) i-(T) - (J i Tj) 
j=1 
i#j 

Using the linear transformation t = tn + Tkn that maps [0,1] onto In, we adapt 
the quadrature rule (2.1) to the interval In by defining its abscissae and weights as 
follows: 

tnXj = tn + Tjkni II 1 . .. I q (t n,q = tn+1 ) 

(2.3) 2n,i (t) = fi(T), t tn + Tkn, 
(2-3)tn+ 1 

Wni ,7 fn,i (t) dt =kn / i(T)dT =knWi, i= q. 

Then U pn is uniquely determined by the functions Un,j = Un3 (X) E SJn, such that 

q 

(2.4) U(x,t) Z fn,j(t)U'nj(X), (x,t) E Q X In. 
j=1 
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Now, if b = 'q(x), fb E ShJ, the function o = /n,Ab is an element of Vhnk and (1.3) is 
equivalent to 

q 
Sqi (uWn ) - ,jfi (O'n) (Uit Un, jb) + i knwj (VUTh2, V7b) 

j=1 

(2.5) i jA n,ji(t)(f(U),I))dt = ln, i(t)(Un), i 1i=I ,q, 'bESSh 
In 

We consider the q x q matrices Af, M defined by 

Xij = Wn,jfn i(t n,3 wt(7) 
(2.6) 

n 
=-A1T) 

(2.6) ~~M = qeqe Jr eq (o0. ... II) E Rq 

It is clear that JV, M are independent of kn and if Y = (ynjl,... , yn,q) E Rq, then 
q q 

YT MY = Eqinlq n,i _ w.8 (tn,3) )n,j n, i 
i=1 i,j=1 

A crucial result for the proof of existence, as well as for the rest of the paper, is 
that there exists a positive, diagonal matrix D such that D-1/2MD1/2 is positive 
definite. Before proving this, we note that since wj = (t) dt, the weights wj .,~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3 

are positive. 

Lemma 2.1. Let M be the matrix 

(2.7) M D= D1/2MD 1/2 D = diag {T1, T2, * *Tq}. 

Then with a:= 2 min{WL,..., wql ,1 + wq} > 0, there holds 

q 
(2.8) XTMFVX > a .IX12 

= Cf (E?X 2), Vx E Rq. 

i=l 

Proof. We will first prove that 

(2.9) JVD + DA = diag -w1... I -wq-1, 1-wq}. 
For this let 

Yij (T) = -Ti (T) (T) 

Since the quadrature rule (2.1) is exact on P2q-2, 

1 ~~~~q 
y j (T) dT = S WmTme (Tm )ij (Tm) 

m=1 

= 
wjTjfl(Tj) 

- 

(AD)j. 

On the other hand, integrating by parts 

jyij (T)dT = fi (1)e (1) -/ j (T)fj(T)dT - -yji (T)1d, 

i.e., 

(J\D)ij + (AID)ji = ?(l)fj(l) - i W(T)tj(T)dT 
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and (2.9) follows. Now let x E Rq. Relation (2.9) and the fact that Tq 1 imply, 

xT.Vx = x2 xTD-l/2JVDl/2x 

= x- XT [D- 1/2JVD1/2 + D1/2ATD-1/2]X 
q21 

= x-2 T D -1/2 [ArD + DAI'] D- l /2x q 2 
- 

= x l-IxTdiag {W-l W 
... *Wq1 ' r }X q 2 Ti Tq-1 Tq 

> aIx12. D 

We will prove existence by exhibiting {Un'J}>j , where Un3j = T U n,3 Sn 

i.e., in view of (2.4), 

q 
(2.10) U(X,t) E 1/2 nj(t)Un,j(X)I (X,t) e Q x In 

j=l 

To take advantage of the positivity of M we choose =o 1/2 f in (1.3), where 
$ e SJn, and we use the expression (2.10) for U to obtain, cf. (2.5), 

q 

qi (Un 'q,) -f Wn w ,i (tn'j) TJ/2 T-1/2 (Unj, jb) 
j=l 

(2.11) + i kn-wiVUi T1, V)- Aj n,i (f (U), ')dt 
In 

- 1/2 fni i(tn) (Un 0)=0o, i = 1,., ,q, fb E Shn 

We are ready to prove the following 

Theorem 2.1. Let Un be given in Sn-1, then for kn sufficiently small there exists ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
fUn j}jq in (S1 I satisfying (2.11). Therefore equation (1.3) has a solution U e 
Vhnk. Furthermore U is unique. 

Proof. The vector space (Sn)q is a finite dimensional Hilbert space equipped with 
the -inner product 

q 

((X) 2)) = (xi, tii), x= (XI,** Xq) v 2 = (11)l ,** t)q) (h) 
i=l1 

We denote the associated norm ( Xi 2)2 by . We shall use a variation of 
i=l1 

Brouwer's fixed point theorem, cf. [Br], to show that the map F: (Sn)q __ (Sjn)q 
defined by 

q 

(F(V) j,) =qi (Vq, I/) - Wj 
' 
(Tj Tj (Vj 

j=l 

(2.12) ?qkw(v,'b A 
-+ i knWiS(VVi Vj) -i A -1/2 n,i (f 1 ./2 q n,jVj f)dt 

-1i/2 fn,i(tn) (Un, fb), VFb E Sn, i = 1, . ,q, 
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has a root in (Shj)q, i.e. that (2.11) has a solution. Note that since f: C -* C is 
continuous, F is continuous and therefore, cf. [Br], it suffices to show the existence 
of a constant / > 0 such that 

(2.13) Re ((F(V), V)) > 0, for all V E (Sj,)q such that IIIV . 

To this end, set +b = vi in (2.12) and sum from i = 1 to q, to obtain: 

q q 

Re ((F(V), V)) > Re {6qi(Vq,vVi)- 
W. 

w (j ) 
1 1 

(vj3Vi) 
i=1 i,j=l 

q q 

(2.14) -JA ] Tj1/2%n,i (f (ZTjE %/2i,njVj), Vi) dt 
ni=1 j=1 

q 

- 
- 

i1 /2ni (tn ) ( Un , Vi )|. 
i=l1 

Now, it is straightforward to see that Lemma 2.1 implies 
q q 

Re { 6qi(Vq, Vi) wj -(j) 1i (1/ ) 
(2.15) i=1 i,j=l 

=Re ((MV, V)) > ?a II V II 2, 

where a > 0 is the constant of (2.8). On the other hand, from (4.2) it follows that 
q 1 q 

(2.16) JAI I 
Ti 2 1n,i(f(Sj1/2 fn,jvj), vi)tldt < vE kn IIIVIII2, 2 l CC,. 

In i=1 j=1 

Also 
q 

(2.17) -1|23 n,i (tn) (Un Vi) ? < C2|I Un llllVIVI. 
i1 

Combining (2.14-17) and assuming that kn < 2? we obtain 

Re ((F(V), V)) V IIIfV {(a - 1kn) l VII- C2 lUnll} 

> I|IVH{-f 2 |||V||| - C2 

and therefore (2.13) holds for all V such that 

III 1M-I > a2211U I 

The proof of existence is now complete. Uniqueness is proved by similar arguments 
in view of (4.3). 

3. ERROR ANALYSIS IN L??(L2(Q)) 

As usual we split the error U - u = (U - W) + (W - u), where W E Vhk is an 
appropriately chosen function, and we estimate E = U - W and p = u - W. We 
next define W and derive the basic error equation for E, 

By PE we denote the elliptic projection operator PE HO (Q) -* Sn defined by 

(3.1) (VPEV, VX) = (VV, Vx), VX C Sh. 
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qn- is the usual Lagrange interpolation operator at the Radau points of In = 
(tnt1], i.e. C(I)q - I C(In) is such that 

(3.2) 
(_- 

y(tT) j = 1 ... 
,ql 

where tn',3 j - 1,... ,q are defined in (2.3). Note that Iqiu(x,) E Pq-I(In) and 

Iqi-u(X, tn+1) - u(X, tn+1), x E Q. It is clear that the function W: (0, T] -* Ho' (Q) 
defined by 

(3.3) W(x, t) = Iq _1Pu(X,t) (X t) E Q x In) 

is an element of Vh4k We denote its restriction to In, WJI again by W. 

We assume that the family of spaces SJn satisfy 

(3.4a) 1V(v-PZv)ll < cllh7-1v11s,h, v E Hs nHol, 2 < s < r, 

and 

(3.4b) iv -PjPvll < cllhsV11s,h, vEHsnHo, 2<s<r, 

where c is independent of n. 

Remark 3.1. It is known that (3.4b) is valid in one dimension without any as- 
sumptions on the mesh, cf. [BO]. In higher dimensions (3.4b) is valid under ap- 

propriate local quasiuniformity conditions, cf. [EJI], [EJ2] and their references and 

also [BS, Chapter 0] for a discussion of the one-dimensional case. Note that (3.4b) 

is not an essential assumption for our results to hold, in the sense that our estimates 

will remain valid if we replace the 11h'v11r,h-like terms in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 by 

terms that bound the error of the elliptic projection in the L2-norm. 

Standard approximation and stability results for the interpolation operator, [BS], 

[Ci] give, 

(3.5a) IIIu-Wllln < ckq 1U(q) Illn + ck1/2 max Jhsus,h, 2< s < r, n ~~ ~~~n n 

and 

(3.5b) max lu-Wll < ckq max Ilu(q) 11 +?cmax JhsuJJs,h, 2<s<r. 
In n 1117I In n 

The basic error equation. The function E= E In satisfies, 

(3.6) 

(E n+1 I on+1)- (El Ot) dt +i (VE,VO)dt - i A (f(U) - f(W), 0)dt 

(Ent, n+) - (wn+l, on+1) + jWI Ot) dt + (Wn, Ion+) 

In 

where we have set 

(3.6') W? = P?u0 E? = U? -W? = Uo -PU 0. 

We now introduce the functions w, r 

3.7 w (x, t) = PE u(X, t), 
(3 ) 

r (x, t) = (u 
- 

) (x,t), (x,t) E Q x In, n = 0, ......... .,N -1. 

Obviously these functions are continuous with respect to t in each time interval 

In, and have jump discontinuities at the points tn, only if Shn-J1 7 Sn. Recall that 
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WI,, is the interpolant in t of w at the points tThj, and therefore using the notation 
introduced in the beginning of Section 2 we have 

q 
W}( )t) =Ef"3,(t)W"i (X), (X, t) E Q x I" 

(3.8a) j=1 

w n'3 -w( , tnh3) = PTunT3 = ppu(. tn,3), j 1 

Also, cf. (2.4), 
q 

(3.8b) ~~E(x, t)= E fn,j(t)En,j(x), (xlt) E Q x Ini 
(3.8b) ~~~j=1 

En'3 (X) = un'3 - n,3 

Using the above expressions in the equation (3.6) with test function fq n,$, 
b E SJn, we obtain the basic error equation for E, cf. (2.5), 

q 

8qi(En, qt)) WnjZw ,jf' i(tntj)(En J,4,) + ikknwi(VEnmi, V'V$') 
j=1 

i A j fn,i (f(U) -f (W), ?)dt 

q 

(3.9) - (En, ftn,i (tn)V) -(6 qijnt qE WnjZw ,jf 'i (tnj)wntj _n,i (tn)-n 
j=1 

- i knw wVu, V+b + i A j n,i (f (W), V )dt 

(En, en, (tn),t ) + (E9nti + Atnm' + Btnmi, b) - (J[Qtn], fn,i(tnm>b) 

+ iA f n,i(f(W)-f(u),l/O)dt, i= l,..q, 

where for 1n,j - r( tnj), 
q 

n,i n, tqnjq fl_ - Zwt j i(tntj)Qtnj - t,i(tn)rt?,n 

j=1 

q I 

(3.10) At' 
:= n / n,dt 

Btnm% i knWi Aunt' - i j , Au dt, 
In 

J[,n] tn n+ = -n+ _ -n = (pn _ pZnl)u(tn). 

Here we used the definition of W and PE, and the fact that for any q E Vhk there 
holds 

(Utn+l n+l)-j (u, qt)dt - (Unt, n+) + i (Vu, Vq)dt - i A (f (u), 0))dt = 0. 

In the convergence proof we will need a bound for EtmJ T E 3, cf. (2.11). 

We write therefore the analog of (3.9) for Ftm'3(recall that E = TJ/n,jEtmJ 
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in I,): 
q 

<5i(n,q 82-EW j'#i(tn'j) 1j/2 i-1/2( n)j) kniVnX, 8q(ET~,b)-3 (_ , b) ? i knW?'(V7ET',V) 
j=l 

-i iAT 1/2 j n,,(f (U)-f (W), - ))dt 
In 

(3.11) rT1/2{(E,n fni(tn)'fb) + (Ern,i + An,i + B'n,i,O) -(J[Qtn], fn,i(tn)t>) 

+i it A n,iWfW)-f(u),0)dt} i= 1,..q., 

Our next task is to bound the terms Ein9, An,' and Bntm. In fact, in the proof of 
the following lemma, we derive appropriate estimates for these terms, which allow 
us to obtain the optimal-order convergence result of our scheme. 

Lemma 3.1. For any n, 0 < n < N-1, and for i = 1,..., q there holds 

(3.12a) IIE 11 <?ck 1K (j 2 hut1 r,h) 
U 

(3.12b) IIA "II < ckn+/ I(qlln 

and 

(3.12c) JIB 7,11 < ckn+/. I\uq)lln, 

where E)n9,? An,, and Bntm are defined in (3.10). 

Proof. For the estimate of E)n9i we note first that for i 1,... q, 

q tn+1 

8qi Wn- j Z t i (tnj) - )n,i (tn ) = qi - fj t j(t) dt -n,i (tn ) 0. n n~~~~~~~t 
3=1 

This implies that there exist constants fij (independent of n), such that 

q 

E'n,i nqj)1tXqm- -i:wjfl (T7)r' - 

j=1 

q 

=-Z? ,3ii (rqntj 
_ 

Qntjl) (-qn,O Q tn+) 
j=1 

q tn,j 
= , ij qt r(s) ds, (t n ?: tn) 
j=1 tn,-1 

Since qt - (I - Pp)ut, (3.7) and (3.4b) imply 

(3.13) 9IIE < c JJ hrut Jr,h < cknV2(j hnut rh) 

Now let fqn be the interpolation operator at the q + 1 points of In, consisting of 
the q Radau points and the point tn, i.e., In C(In) - Pq(It) is such that 

(3.14) yny(tnt3) = y(tnm3), j = 1, .q, 

_Tqny.tn) = y(n+. 
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Using this notation and the fact that, for each x e Q, 7l I'u is a polynomial of 
degree 2q - 2 in t, we obtain 

q 

A?, = Wn,jf/ i(tn,j)_qnu(tn) - fJ Cjudt 
j=1 In 

-=J ni(nu - u)dt. 

It follows from the approximating properties of the operator fqn that 

An,i'l < c(j If-(t) 12dt n lL 

(3.15) ? j |(T)|2dT) ? 

? ckq+1/2111lU(q+l) Illn n 

Analogously, using the fact that fn,i-qn_lu is a polynomial of degree 2q - 2 in t, 

q 

B n,7 = i wn,j fn,?i (tn ij)A/Un,j i f n,i /\u dt 
j=l n 

=i ; fn, i- (fqn- _I) /\u dt. 

Therefore, 

nlBThi'f ? c(j lt,i(t) 12dt) IISt1Au Auflln 

(3.16) ~~~~<C k 1n I 
t, (r) 12 2dr) ckq IIIAU?(q) Illn 

< ckq+1/2III'A/U(q) Illn , 

which completes the proof. El 

We now set b = En'i in the i-th equation of (3.9) and sum from i 1 to q and 
take real parts. We then have, since the left hand side of the resulting equation 
will be equal to the left hand side of (3.6) for (p E, cf. (3.8b), 

1 n 1 1 n 11n n+ - IE+ IIE = Re (Et, Em) -Im A (f (U)-f (W), E)dt 
2 2 A 

In 

(3.17) +Im A (f(u) - f(W),E)dt 

q 

+ Re E(e'n,i + Atn,i + Btn,i mEni) -Re (J[jtn] , En+) 
i=1 

Using the properties of f, cf. Lemma 4.1, and (3.5a) we obtain 

J (f (U)-f (W), E)dt < c II E 1112 

(3.18) 
n 

j(f(u)-f(W)E)dt <?ckq III(q) Ill ?k1P2maxJJh'rUJri F IEIln (f (U) f (W 
n. 

n 
n 
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Using the fact that, 

(3.19) IIEllln = 2)2 = kj/2(Z Ej E 2)2 

j=1 j=1 

Lemma 3.1, (3.18) and the observation that J[ijn] 0 if Sn Sn-1, from (3.17) 
we obtain 

E n+112 < (1 + ?3n) IIEn112 + cl2lE 112 

+ ck 2q IU(qiu()12n + IIIU(q+l)lll12 + IIJAU(q) 1112) 

(3.20) ? ( 2 ?11? + cJ llh'uti hdt + ck max Ihru In r In ,h 

+ Mn 
l 

J[7n] 112, 

where Mn is a number depending on n which will be specified in the sequel and 

(3.21) /3n = { fSn-h tn = 11 .. ., N- I. 
( )-I otherwise, 

An essential step now is the estimation of I E IIn in terms of En 1 and of consistency 
terms. Indeed, we have the following result: 

Lemma 3.2. For any n, 0 < n < N - 1, and kn sufficiently small, there holds 

FIIE ' ckI{IE nFT 2+ k2q1+ ( lq) II2 + ?I U(q+ ) 
II2 + ?II AU(q) 12) 

(3.22) + kn ( j hrut |,hdt ? kn1 max llhru112 + ? J[,n] 112} 

Proof. The proof is based on the representation of E as E = I Tj fn,jEn in 

In, and on the observation of Lemma 2.1. To this end, let / - Eni in (3.11) and 
sum from i = 1 to q and take real parts. Since 

q q 

6qi &n(En'j,ii)- w n j8n(t_n,J)TJ/2T[l/2 (Efli Ftmi) - (MEt En), 

i=l i,j=l 

where M is defined in (2.7) and E h E (Sfl), Et = (En 1,... , En q), (here we use 
the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1) by Lemma 2.1 we obtain 

q 

Re (( MEn, En )) > Ce Ell fnij 112 
j=1 

Using (4.3) and the fact that f1 n i(t)dt = wikn, we obtain 

q q12 

E )r 1/2 /ne i (f (U) -f (W),Etm )dt < ckV /2{ E I I En,i 11 2 III E llnE 
i=1 i= 1 

Applying a similar treatment to the last term in (3.11), we conclude that 

CeZIfjnj 112<C{ZEIInij2} /{ItEnlm+?cki/2 FI?llln+ck /2111U-Wllln 
j=1 j=1 

+ (i [l<>l2?+ IAtm'l2 2? IBtm'l2] 2)/ +J[ijtm] }. 
i=q 
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Using the analog of (3.19) for Ft, and taking kn sufficiently small we obtain 

EIII ? cknI Et 112 + ck 2 
IIIU- W12 

Iq 

+ cknm(Ze ( niII2 + IIAn,iII2 + JIBtnmi'2] )? cknIIJ[7,n] 11 2 

i=l1 

the desired result now follows in view of (3.5a) and Lemma 3.1. D 

We are now ready to prove the main convergence result for the modified scheme. 

Theorem 3.1. Let u be the solution of (1.1). If U is the solution of (1.3), then it 
satisfies 

n 
max JEjI < CnJ hJhu llr,h + Cn{ k ( IIIU ( q1() 12 + III(q+l) 1112 + IIIAU(q) 111) 

(3.23) + Cf h I,hdt ? Ckm lh Uh 
2 

rh) }1/2 

+~~~~,d + ckm^ max llh']l,n=0,,.. N1 
1~~~~~~1 mnr, 

where Cn = cectn, and therefore 

max- IIU(t) - U(t) ?I < Ce,T { max kq max ( () j ?u(+)ll + Ij ? AU( ) 
(3.24) + max max (jlh Ut i1r,h + lh' U11r,h) 

+?AcmaxJJJ[iqm]J } m 

Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, inequality (3.20) implies 

IIEn+l12 < (1! n?+ ckn) IIEn12 

? ck q ( q() 12 + IIIU(q+l)lll2 + ?AU(q 1112 ) 

? cj h| ~ Ihn r,hdt + cknmax M h n r,h 

? (ckn + Mn) JI J[in] 11 2. 

Therefore, 

n 

Etn+l12 < 2f(1 +3j + ckj)IE0 12 

j=0 
n n 

(3.25) 
+ 

c E ( fi (1 + /3j + ckj)) (kmq {IIIU(q) 12 + ?I U(q+l) 1 + II?AU(q) 1} 
m=O j=m+l 

+ c im hUt 11 r hdt + ckm mlaX II ht| r,h ? (Ckm + Mm) l J[7m]11 2) 

Now, fix n and choose Mm -M =Afc(n), m n 1,...,n, where .Ac(n) is the 
number of times where Sj 7: S/71, j 1,... n (in the case where .Ac(n) = 0 or 1 
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we take M= 2). Then, /j3 p 3 =M1, for Sj, = S/-7, cf. (3.21), 

n n n 

fJ(1 + 3j + ckj) < - (I + 2ckj) 1 (1 + 20) 
j=o j=O j=O 

/3<ckj /3>ck3 
n 12~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

<? Jlj( + 2ckj)(1 + 2/3)M < e2ctn+?3e2 
j=O 

Set now Cn = (3e2ctn+2)1/2 . Then since E? = uo- PE u J[71] = O (km < M) 

flEn+1fl < Cn+ lIUO - Pou0f 

+ CCn+l{ 3 (k2q (U(q) 1112 + ?IIU(q+l) 1112 + DAu (q) III ) 
m=O 

(3.26) + f |h Utl 1%hdt + km max llhu1lh)} 
1/2 

JI rn 
m r, 

+CCn+lV ( E M( l J[qlm]l2)/ 
m=1 

where M - Kc(n). In view of Lemma 3.2 and of (3.4b), we obtain for any n = 

O, ...,IN -1, 

ftlEIIln < k1/2CCn ||fh'Ur0|r,h 

n 

+ kl/2cCn { k 2q ( qu(9)1112 + IIIU(q+1)1112 + I||AU(q)II2) 
m=O 

(3.27) ? j% flhnUtllr,hdt + km max Ilhmulrh) }1/ 

m=n 

Since E|1n E Vhn,Xthe inverse inequality 

(3.28) mlax Iy(t)] < cik7 / (j y(t)V 2 dt) 1/2 V Pm l(I2 ) CI > 0, 

implies 

maxf||E|| ? CCnflhoU0flr,h 
In 

+ CCm { S (kmg (I|U(g) I, + |||(q+1) {2i + zX /U(g) I2i) 

(3.29) f4 1 irh+m m1 l,) 

+ CCn .Ac(S fl1J[71m]fl2) / 
m=l1 

and (3.23) follows. cI 
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4. CONVERGENCE OF THE NONLINEAR SCHEME 

In this section we shall use the results of Section 3 for the modified scheme to 
show the convergqnce of (1.2) to the solution of the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation 
(1.1). First we make a concrete choice of the function f used in the modified 
scheme which satisfies certain properties, some of them already used in the previous 
sections: 

Lemma 4.1. Let M := suP[o, T]u u + 1. Then, there exists a function f : C -: C 
such that 

(4.1) f(z) = IZ12Z, if lzi < M, 

(4.2) If(z) ?c1IzI, c1 >O, Vz(C, 
(4.3) If(z) -f(W) <C2IZ-WI, C2>O, Vz,wEC, 

(4.4) IIVx(f(vi)-f(v2)) 11? C3 1vx (VI-V2)11, C3 =C3(M') > 0, 

VV1, V2 E Ho with vi 1, o< MI 

Proof . Let -y: [0, oo) -> IR be a C2 function with bounded derivatives up to second 
order, such that 

7y(s) = 
s < M2 and M2 < _y(s) < (2M)2, for M2 < s < (2M)2. 

1j(s 2M)21 S > (2m)2 

Define f : C -S C, by f(z) = -y(Z1 2)z. Then (4.1), (4.2) hold. Also, since 

(4.5) f (z) - f (w) = Y(I Z12)(Z _ w) + [_Y(IZ12) _ _Y(W1W2)] w, 

it is a simple matter to see that (4.3) holds in the cases lzl, lwl > 4M or lzl, lwl < 

4M, by using [-y( z12) -y( w12)] = () (zl - wl) (fzl + wl). Similarly, if lzl > 

4M, 2M < lwl < 4M. If lwl < 2M, (4.3) follows by (4.5) since w - zl > 2M and 
hence Iw - z > IwI. Relation (4.4) is proved using similar arguments. C] 

By Lemma 4.1 it is clear that if we show that the solution of (1.3) satisfies 

(4.6) max I Ufll oo < M, 

then U will be a solution of (1.2) as well and the estimate of Theorem 3.1 will 
remain valid. By an inverse inequality, the proof of (4.6) rests (up to a logarithmic 
factor) on the control of max[o,T] JIVU I. In the rest of this section we shall see that 

JIVUII can be controlled under some assumptions on the structure of the mesh. We 
begin with 

Proposition 4.1. For a given n, 1 < n < N - 1, assume that the following hold: 

(4.7) Sh1 c Shi 

(4.8) VPpnvf < Cp?g,VII V E Ho (Q)V 
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where Pn is the L2-projection onto S'. Then 

VEn+ 112 < (1+ckn) VEnTh 2 

+ ck2(q-1) (I|||VU(q1) 1112n + III VU(q) 1112n + III AU(q- ) 1112n 

+ c f I hjUt r,hdt ck max II h 1u 2 

+ (1 + ckn) 1,VJ[7,n] 112. 

Remark 4. 1. The bound (4.8) was proved in Crouzeix and Thomee [CrT] in one and 
two dimensions, under some restrictions on the variation of the mesh, but without 
the assumption of quasiuniformity, cf. [CrT] for details. 

Proof. We introduce first the discrete operator An : Ho (Q) -> Sn, defined by 

(4.9) (A nV, X) = (Vv, Vx), VX (E Sn 

Next, we set b = AhnEn'i in (3.9), sum over i, from i = 1 to q, and take real parts. 

Then, since the left hand side of the resulting equation is equal to the left hand 

side of (3.6) for S = AnE E Vhnk, we obtain by using Sn-I C Sn, 

V2 
1 2? 2 1VE+ 112+ VEn+| 2 =Re (yEtm VEm+ ) 

(4.10) - Im A (VPn (f (U) -f (W)) -VPn (f (U) -f (W)), VE)dt 
In 

q 

? Re Z(Vpnt[enmi + Atnmi + Btnmi], VE n'i) - Re (J[71n], A nE +). 
i=1 

We estimate the terms in the right hand side of (4.10) in the following lemma whose 

proof is given below. 

Lemma 4.2. For any n, 0 <n < N - 1, there hold 

(vPpn(f (U) -f (W)) - VPn (f (U) -f (W)), VE)dt < clllVE 12 un~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
+ck V() ckn + ckn max IhIhn-a r,hi 

In 

and 

:(,7pn[(n,i + Atnmi + ?Bn'], Etnmi) < cIlIVE 111 + C llh 1 2rh 

Z(vP=l etm% Ic]In 

+ ck2(q-j1) ( ||VU(q) + ? j U(q- 1) 11 2dt). 

Since Sn-I c Sn, we have (VJ[iqn], Vt/) --(VJ[wn], Vt) = 00 for all / E Sn-I 

Therefore 

(4.11) ( J[tmn] I AnE?n+) = (VJ[,tn], VEtn+) = (VJ[r1n], V(Etn+ - En)). 
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On the other hand, 2 VEn+ 2-Re(VEn, VEn)= IIV(ETh-E 11 7E 
Hence, using the last relation, (4.11) and Lemma 4.2 in (4.10) one finally obtains 

1VE1En+1 112 < IVETnh2 + cIIIVEj112 

+ ck 2(q-1) 
IIIlVUl(q)111l2 + II A U(q- l)11 2l dt) 

(4.12) ?n 
? cj IIhjtn Utll,,hdt + ckhn}ax I hn n Ir2,h 

+ ||VJ[rn]I2 

Next, starting from the error equation (3.11) with / = AhnEn,', 
and adapting the 

proof of Lemma 3.2 to the present case, we obtain 

111jVE 1112 <ckn{ jIVEnj2 + ck2q- l (IIIVU(q) + j IAU(q-l)1 dt) 

(4.13) + ckn (jkn llh ut2r,hdt ? hckn}mx j h u1 2h) 

+ IVJ[,7j ] I} 

Relations (4.12) and (4.13) complete the proof. D 

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Since suP[o,T] IIWI l,oC is bounded, cf. Remark 4.2, using 
(4.4) and (4.8) we obtain 

f(vPn(f (U) -f (W)) IVE)dt < cII VE II2 
JIn 

Also, the definition and the approximation properties of I7qT imply 

||(,pny(U( _-f (W)) I VE)dt| < c( 11, V(U _W) 112 dt) 1111EIlln 

? c(j lVU-I1n>VU 12 + 11 n_W(V 
V ) 2)12dt 1/2lIIVEIII 

<c (kq 111,U(?) III n+ ck1/2 max I r,h) hr VEIIn 

Similar arguments to those used in the proof of (3.12a), (4.8) and the analog of 
(3.19) for VE give 

E(,VpnE5n,i IVE n,i) <C c I |lh r- lUt llr2 III VE Illn- 

To estimate An ', we note that n iL7qnVPnU is a polynomial of degree 2q - 2 in t. 
Therefore 

V7pn A n,vi=EW,je 7' (n ,7 j Vpn U,( tn , j)- fn 7 Vpn ' VPThATh'2 - n f - J tn,jPThudt 
J=1 In 

- j ?/,i (qnVPpnu - VPnu)dt. 
In 

Hence, cf. (3.15), 

IlVpnAn'il ? 1ck /21/2 11pnU(q) Illn < ckq-1/2111VU(q) 
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Using similar arguments, see also (3.16), one finally obtains, 

< ckn-/(J l(g) 12 

and the proof of the lemma is complete. 

Remark 4.2. It is reasonable to assume that SUP[O,T] IIWII1,oo is bounded by a 
constant independent of h, without the assumption of quasiuniformity, cf. [SW]. 

Before stating the main result of this section we recall that the quantities k, h, h 
and CN were defined in the introduction, cf. (1.5). 

Theorem 4.1. Assume that for each n, 1 < n < N - 1, there hold 

sn-1 c Sn 

||VP v|| < Cp||Vv||, Ev E H or kn > CN(k2q + h2r). 
V1,pnV I? <Cp Vv,7 I,V o Q 

Then for h and k small enough the soluttion U of (1.3) is a soluttion of (1.2) as well 
which satisfies the error bound of Theorem 3.1. 

Proof. To show the desired result, it suffices to prove 

(4.14) max JEggo, < ,B(h, k, h), /(h, k, h) - O as h, k - O. 
[0,T] 

To establish (4.14) we observe first that, [Th, p. 67], 

(4.15) max IIEI I, < cl ln(h) max 1 VEII . 
InT In 

To estimate max,, JIVEII we assume first that for all n up to no the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.1 are valid (Sn-I C Sn), then as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 one can 
show that for each n, 0 < n < no, there holds 

max JIVEI| < cCn (lh u0 |Ir,h 

? { E (km-2 (Il()l2 +,, 11 ? q-l)l) 
m0m 

+ cC k q2Ic(rI-q1) 11mx1 J[ u] 11 2 

1 mn 

Hence up to tn? + (4.14) holds provided ln(h)(hr x ? kq-) > 0 as h,lk >r , cf. 
Remark 4.3. At the first time where Sn-I $ S , say at no + 1, set +/ = Eni in 
(3.9) sum over i and take imaginary parts. Then using the estimates of Lemma 3.1 
and Theorem 3.1 we obtain 

1VF117E1no+1 < c(kq + hr) + cfc(no)hr. 

And the inverse inequality (3.28) implies 

max IVEII < ckn (kq + hr) + ck7O4Afc(no)hr. 
1on+ 

1 
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which in turn implies (4.14) for the interval I,,+, in view of our assumption on the 
mesh in this case. Proceeding in time in a similar fashion we obtain the desired 
result. D 

Remark 4.3. For q = 1, ln(h)(hr-l + kq-l) does not converge to zero. However 
we can redo the estimates of this section to obtain a rate of O(kq). Since this will 
require higher regularity, we reserve it only for the case q = 1. 
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